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Abstract: Although there is considerable evidence that patients with schizophrenia fail to activate the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) to the degree seen in normal comparison subjects when performing working
memory or executive tasks, hypofrontality may be coupled with relatively increased activity in other brain
regions. However, most imaging studies of working memory in schizophrenia have focused on DLPFC
activity. The goal of this work is to review functional neuroimaging studies that contrasted patients with
schizophrenia and healthy comparison subjects during a prototypical working memory task, the n-back
paradigm, to highlight areas of hyper- and hypoactivation in schizophrenia. We utilize a quantitative metaanalysis method to review 12 imaging studies where patients with schizophrenia were contrasted with healthy
comparison subjects while performing the n-back paradigm. Although we find clear support for hypofrontality, we also document consistently increased activation in anterior cingulate and left frontal pole regions in
patients with schizophrenia compared to that in controls. These data suggest that whereas reduced DLPFC
activation is reported consistently in patients with schizophrenia relative to healthy subjects, abnormal
activation patterns are not restricted to this region, raising questions as to whether the pathophysiological
dysfunction in schizophrenia is specific to the DLPFC and about the relationship between impaired performance and aberrant activation patterns. The complex pattern of hyper- and hypoactivation consistently found
across studies implies that rather than focusing on DLPFC dysregulation, researchers should consider the
entire network of regions involved in a given task when making inferences about the biological mechanisms
of schizophrenia. Hum Brain Mapp 25:60 – 69, 2005. © 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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several regions may be responsible, to varying degrees, for
similar types of processing [O’Reilly et al., 1999]. For example, Chafee and Goldman-Rakic [2000] simultaneously recorded activity from prefrontal and posterior parietal neurons of nonhuman primates performing a working memory
task. They report almost identical firing patterns in these
regions, suggesting that prefrontal and parietal neurons
achieve matched activation during working memory performance through a symmetrical exchange of neuronal signals.
Indeed, the functional relevance of a specific brain region
may depend upon the patterns of interactions between that
region and other areas within large-scale network that, in
aggregate, subserve working memory [McIntosh, 2000]. An
implication of this network architecture is that aberrant
DLPFC activation in patients with schizophrenia during the
performance of working memory or executive tasks may
reflect failures in any other brain region within the network,
or poor integration of regions within the network. Indeed,
reduced DLPFC activity in schizophrenia may be coupled
with a relative increase in activity in other brain regions
[Callicott et al., 2000]. Changes in the relative level of activation within brain regions of the working memory network
have been reported in better- and worse-performing healthy
subjects [Callicott et al., 1999; Jansma et al., 2001; Ragland et
al., 1997] and across genders [Gur et al., 1995, 2000]. In
patients with schizophrenia, shifts in the relative amount of
activation within specific brain regions comprising the
working memory network could be related to altered performance levels [Manoach, 2003] or be secondary to reductions in interregional connectivity that disrupt normal activation levels throughout the network [Selemon and
Goldman-Rakic, 1999]. Although the network approach to
interpreting functional neuroimaging data has gained prevalence in the field as a whole, most imaging studies of
working memory in schizophrenia have focused primarily
on DLPFC activity. Consideration of the working memory
network as a whole may substantially aid the development
of better cognitive neuroscience models of schizophrenia
and improve the utility of these models for informing basic
and clinical research. The primary goal of the present study
is to review functional neuroimaging studies that contrasted
patients with schizophrenia and healthy comparison subjects during a prototypical and well-validated working
memory task, the n-back paradigm, to highlight areas of
hyper- and hypoactivation in schizophrenia associated with
task performance.
As part of this special issue on quantitative meta-analysis
for functional neuroimaging experiments, the current review utilizes voxel-based methods to consolidate imaging
studies reported in Talairach coordinates to provide insights
into the consistency of activation foci across experiments
[Laird et al., 2005a]. Although prefrontal dysregulation in
patients with schizophrenia was observed initially with the
Wisconsin Card-Sorting Task [Weinberger et al., 1986], we
restrict our review to experiments employing the n-back
paradigm as it has been administered in a standard way
across studies and results tend to be reported in a more

INTRODUCTION
Dysregulation of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) is
thought to be central to the neurophysiology of schizophrenia [Goldman-Rakic, 1994; Weinberger and Berman, 1996].
Although initial reports of reduced resting prefrontal metabolism in schizophrenia [Ingvar and Franzén, 1974] were
not reproduced consistently [Gur and Gur, 1995], experiments that include executive or working memory challenges
typically demonstrate reduced DLPFC activation in patients,
relative to matched comparison subjects [Spitzer, 1993]. The
link between DLPFC dysfunction and disrupted working
memory is a prominent feature of leading cognitive neuroscience models of schizophrenia, which propose that working memory disturbances disrupt guidance of ongoing behavior and lead to the cognitive fractionation and
psychiatric symptoms characteristic of schizophrenia [Cohen and Servan-Schreiber, 1993; Goldman-Rakic, 1996]. The
notion of a functional DLPFC “lesion” in schizophrenia is
consistent with cytoarchitectural findings of reduced dendritic arborization without evidence of a reduction in the
total number of prefrontal neurons [Selemon et al., 1995].
This pattern of results suggests a reduction in interneuronal
neuropil that is thought to be associated with hypoactive
dopaminergic modulation of pyramidal cell activity, especially within the frontal lobes [Glantz and Lewis, 1997; Goldman-Rakic and Selemon, 1997]. Selemon and Goldman-Rakic [1999] proposed that reduced neuropil reflects a form of
impoverished neuronal connectivity that “appears to be a
sufficient substrate for cognitive dysfunction” and schizophrenic symptomatology (p. 17).
Although there is considerable evidence that patients with
schizophrenia fail to activate DLPFC to the degree seen in
normal comparison subjects (termed hypofrontality) on a
host of working memory or executive tasks including the
Wisconsin Card-Sorting Task [Weinberger et al., 1986], the
Tower of London [Andreasen et al., 1992], the n-back task
[Carter et al., 1998], and verbal fluency [Yurgelun-Todd et
al., 1996], more recent studies have stressed that DLPFC
activation in patients is linked to performance deficits, with
good performance associated with relatively greater DLPFC
activity and marked behavioral deficits linked to relatively
reduced DLPFC signal [Callicott et al., 2000; Perlstein et al.,
2001; Ragland et al., 1998; Ramsey et al., 2002]. Manoach
[2003] recently argued that task-related hypofrontality may
be secondary to methodological issues or to between-group
performance or motivational differences, and suggests that
until the exact role of the prefrontal cortex in executive and
working memory tasks is delineated, interpretation of reduced DLPFC activity in patients with schizophrenia is confounded.
Working memory tasks, like most complex behaviors,
activate a spatially distributed large-scale network of cortical and subcortical brain regions [Mesulam, 1998; Smith and
Jonides, 1998]. Each of these regions is thought to enjoy a
relative functional specialization [Chafee and Goldman-Rakic, 2000; Goldman-Rakic, 1996; Quintana and Fuster, 1999],
that can be best considered in terms of a continuum, where
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TABLE I. Articles included in meta-analysis
Manuscript

Stimuli

Callicott et al., 2000
Callicott et al., 2003
Honey et al., 2003
Honey et al., 1999
Honey et al., 2002
Jacobsen et al., 2004
Kim et al., 2003
Kindermann et al., 2004
Perlstein et al., 2003
Sabri et al., 2003
Walter et al., 2003
Wykes et al., 2002

Numbers,
location
Numbers,
location
Letters
Letters
Letters
Auditory
nonwords
Object
Location
Letters
Numbers
Letters,
Location
Letters

Load

Subjects
(healthy/patients)

0,1,2

Healthy "
patients

Patients "
healthy

18/13

√

√

0,2

14/14

√

√

0,2
0,2
0,2
1,2

27/30
10/20
20/20
13/13

√
√
√

√
√
√

√

√

0,2
2,3,4
0,1,2
0,2
0,2

12/12
12/10
15/16
10/11
15/15

√
√
√

√
√
√

0,2

Healthy
alone

Patients
alone

√

√
√

√
√

6/12

√

In the n-back paradigm, subjects are required to monitor a
series of quickly changing stimuli, responding whenever a
stimulus is presented that is the same as the one presented
n trials previously, where memory demand (or n) is usually
1, 2, or 3 [Gevins and Cutillo, 1993]. Many functional imaging studies also include a 0-back condition, where subjects
respond to a prespecified stimulus (analogous to an X-version of the continuous performance test [Nuechterlein et al.,
1983]), as a sensorimotor and attentional control. Typically,
imaging experiments contrast signal associated with various
memory demands (e.g., 2 vs. 0 or 3 vs. 1), although some
investigators contrast memory performance with rest. The
n-back paradigm is thought to evoke a number of working
memory processes, including maintenance, monitoring, updating, and manipulation of remembered information [Cohen et al., 1997].

with schizophrenia and matched comparison subjects. The
reference lists of these articles were reviewed for relevant
studies not identified by the initial database search. This
combined approach identified 21 potential articles. As primary source data must be reported in standard stereotactic
coordinates (either Talairach or MNI space) to be used in
voxel-level quantitative meta-analyses [Laird et al., 2005a;
Turkeltaub et al., 2002], only 17 articles could be included in
the review. Of these articles, only those that reported coordinates from patients with schizophrenia alone (n ! 7) or
coordinates from patient– control contrasts were included (n
! 6; total n ! 12; see Table I).
As can be seen in Table I, the experiments included in this
meta-analysis examined behavior while subjects processed
verbal (numbers/letters; n ! 11), spatial (location; n ! 4)
and object (n ! 1) information. Although Jacobsen et al.
[2004] presented subjects with auditory stimuli, all other
experiments presented visual stimuli. Differences in information modality and stimulus presentation methods between studies could increase experiment-specific variance.
Given that the cognitive requirements of the n-back paradigm are identical in each experiment, we anticipate that
brain regions associated with these common processes (e.g.,
DLPFC, posterior parietal, and anterior cingulate) will be
consistent across studies [Nystrom et al., 2000]. This assumption is justified given the results of Owen et al. [2005],
whose meta-analysis showed that common brain systems
were activated during n-back paradigms regardless of information modality in healthy subjects.

Literature Search

Quantitative Meta-Analysis Procedures

Multiple Medline literature searches were conducted to
find all functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and
positron emission topography (PET) studies applying a variant of the n-back working memory paradigm in patients

Several studies reported coordinates of activation defined by
contrasting multiple working memory demands (levels of the
n-back) versus resting or active control conditions. In these
cases, each set of coordinates was considered individually for

contemporary framework (e.g., Talairach coordinates). Furthermore, as part of this special issue, Owen et al. [2005]
present a normative review of n-back experiments that was
used to aid interpretation of potential differences between
patients with schizophrenia and healthy comparison subjects. We hypothesize that, in addition to finding evidence of
reduced DLPFC activation in patients with schizophrenia,
we will also find areas of hyperactivity consistently reported
across articles.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The N-Back Paradigm
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individuals consistently activated six distinct brain regions
(see Fig. 1). These regions included bilateral premotor cortex
(Brodmann area [BA] 6); right rostral prefrontal cortex
(BA10); left ventrolateral/insular cortex (BA45, 13); dorsal
cingulate/medial premotor cortex, including supplementary motor area (SMA; BA32, 6); bilateral occipital regions
(BA19); and left posterior parietal cortex, predominantly
inferior parietal lobule (BA40). With the exception of the
occipital regions, this network is a subset of those regions
found in the larger meta-analysis of all healthy subjects
performing the n-back paradigm (listed as functional atlas in
Fig. 1) (Table 2) [Owen et al., 2005].

inclusion in the quantitative meta-analysis. Because the Talairach system is defined such that left is negative, x-coordinates based on the radiological convention were reversed. Finally, the spatial normalization template was determined for
each article and all foci reported in Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) space were converted to Talairach space.
Four separate meta-analyses were conducted with coordinates from: (1) healthy comparison subjects alone; (2) patients with schizophrenia alone; (3) healthy subjects greater
than patients; and (4) patients greater than controls. The
meta-analysis comprised all coordinates of n-back task related activation reported in the general population as described by Owen et al. [2005] to help guide interpretation.
Activation likelihood estimation (ALE) is a relatively new
method of quantitative meta-analysis of functional neuroimaging data developed by Turkeltaub et al. [2002] and
significantly expanded by Laird et al. [2005a]. ALE is a
voxel-based method for finding concordance within a neuroimaging literature that does not rely upon author-assigned
anatomical labels [Laird et al., 2005b]. Rather, the ALE
method requires only that activation foci be reported in
standard stereotactic space. During an ALE analysis, each
activation focus from each article is modeled as the center of
a Gaussian probability distribution. These 3D Gaussian distributions are subsequently summed to create a statistical
map that estimates the likelihood of activation for each voxel
as determined by the entire set of studies. This map is then
thresholded using standard imaging methodologies (e.g.,
random Gaussian field theory and permutation tests).
In the current study, equally weighted coordinates were
used to form estimates of the activation likelihood for each
brain voxel. To allow for error in spatial localization related
to intersubject variation in functional anatomy and interstudy differences in data smoothing and registration, the
reported loci of maximal activation were modeled as the
peaks of 3D Gaussian probability density functions with
full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of 10 mm. The probabilities of each voxel in standard space representing each primary locus of activation were combined to form a map of the
ALE score at each voxel. Statistical significance was determined using a permutation test of randomly generated foci.
No assumptions were made concerning the distribution or
spatial separation of these random foci; however, clusters of
activity were required to exceed 200 mm3 in volume. Five
thousand permutations were computed using the same
FWHM value and the same number of foci used in computing the ALE values. The test was corrected for multiple
comparisons using the false discovery rate (FDR) method
[Genovese et al., 2002; Laird et al., 2005a]. All data processing was carried out using an in-house Java version of ALE
developed at the Research Imaging Center.

Patients With Schizophrenia Alone
Seven articles reported activation for patients with schizophrenia alone, resulting in 62 total foci (see Fig. 1). Patients
with schizophrenia consistently activated a network of six
regions, including right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA9);
left premotor cortex (BA6); bilateral ventrolateral/insular
cortex (BA45, 13); anterior cingulate cortex (BA32); bilateral
occipital regions (BA19); and bilateral posterior parietal cortex including left inferior parietal lobule (BA40) and right
superior parietal lobule (BA7). This network is also a subset
of those found in the larger meta-analysis [Owen et al.,
2005], suggesting that patients with schizophrenia consistently engage brain regions similar to those observed in
healthy subjects when performing the n-back task (Table III).

Healthy Subjects > Patients With Schizophrenia
Four articles report relative increases in activation in
healthy subjects compared to that in patients with schizophrenia while performing the n-back task during functional
neuroimaging (40 foci). Healthy subjects consistently activated bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA9), rostral
prefrontal cortex (BA11), and right ventrolateral/insular
cortex (BA13) more than patients with schizophrenia did.
Each of these frontal regions was significantly more activated in healthy subjects than in patients in at least three of
four available articles (see Table IV).

Patients With Schizophrenia > Healthy Subjects
Six articles directly modeled relative increases in activation in patients with schizophrenia compared to healthy
subjects (38 foci). Three frontal regions were consistently
activated in patients with schizophrenia more than they
were in healthy subjects: left frontal pole (BA10), right dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (BA9), and anterior cingulate
(BA32). Of these regions, the dorsomedial prefrontal area
was not found in the larger meta-analysis of healthy subjects
or the patient-alone contrast, making inferences about the
role of this region difficult (Table V).

RESULTS
Healthy Comparison Subjects Alone

DISCUSSION

Seven of the articles reported activation for matched comparison subjects alone, resulting in 60 total foci. Healthy

Although we find clear support for hypofrontality in patients with schizophrenia contrasted with healthy subjects,
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Figure 1.
Meta-analytic activation maps, based on: all primary normative for contrasts of healthy comparison subjects greater than patients
studies of the n-back working memory paradigm (Functional Atlas; (Healthy " Patients), and for regions where patients with schizoas reported in Owen et al. [2005]), activation foci reported for phrenia activate more than comparison subjects (Patients
healthy subjects recruited as controls in psychiatric neuroimaging " Healthy). Slices are spaced 6 mm apart, begin 4 mm above the
studies (Healthy Comparison), activation foci for patients with anterior commissure–posterior commissure line and are preschizophrenia alone (Patients with Schizophrenia), activation foci sented according to neurological convention (right ! right).
raising questions as to whether the pathophysiological dysfunction in schizophrenia is specific to the DLPFC. The
complex pattern of hyper- and hypoactivation consistently
found across studies implies that rather than focusing exclusively on DLPFC dysregulation, researchers should consider DLPFC dysfunction in the context of the larger net-

we also document consistently increased activation in anterior cingulate and left frontal pole regions in patients relative to controls (Fig. 2). These data suggest that although
reduced DLPFC activation is reported consistently in patients with schizophrenia relative to healthy subjects, abnormal activation patterns are not restricted to this region,

TABLE II. Healthy comparison subjects alone
Hemisphere
Left
Right
Right
Left
Midline
Left
Right
Left
Left

Lobe

Gyrus

BA

Volume (mm3)

Frontal
Frontal
Frontal
Frontal
Frontal
Occipital
Occipital
Parietal
Subcortical

Middle frontal
Middle frontal
Middle frontal
Inferior frontal and insula
Superior frontal and cingulate
Fusiform
Fusiform
Inferior parietal lobule
Insula

6
6
10
45,13
6,32
19
19
40
13

1968
584
1136
1240
984
1792
800
1376
1240

BA, Brodmann area; center, center of mass in Talairach coordinates.
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Center
#43
32
37
#38
0
#36
29
#37
#38

0
#6
43
17
8
#68
#66
#52
17

40
53
16
12
48
#14
#16
38
12
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TABLE III. Patients with schizophrenia alone
Hemisphere
Right
Left
Left
Right
Left
Midline
Left
Right
Left
Right

Lobe

Gyrus

BA

Volume (mm3)

Frontal
Frontal
Frontal
Frontal
Frontal
Limbic
Occipital
Occipital
Parietal
Parietal

Inferior frontal
Medial frontal
Middle frontal
Inferior frontal and precentral
Inferior frontal and insula
Cingulate
Fusiform
Fusiform
Inferior parietal lobule
Superior parietal lobule

9
6
6
44,45
13,45
32
19
19
40
7

2,096
376
280
368
256
1080
728
248
312
568

Center
49
#1
#33
46
#41
6
#37
37
#36
25

8
#9
#2
13
15
17
#64
#65
#48
#64

32
48
45
10
12
40
#12
#16
40
42

BA, Brodmann area; center, center of mass in Talairach coordinates.

patients with schizophrenia, nicotine enhanced performance
a on a dichotic listening 2-back task, corresponding with
increased activation of a network of brain regions, including
the anterior cingulate and bilateral thalamus. Nicotine also
modulated thalamocortical functional connectivity to a
greater degree in schizophrenics than it did in controls,
suggesting a mechanism by which nicotine may differen-

work supporting a given task when making inferences about
the biological mechanisms of schizophrenia.
Evidence of reduced DLPFC activation and increased activity in the anterior cingulate may be consistent with the
notion that schizophrenia disrupts or reverses the normal
functional connectivity of prefrontal and limbic structures
and represents a disconnection syndrome [Andreasen et al.,
1999; Friston and Frith, 1995; Hoffman, 1997; Weinberger et
al., 1992]. Given the role of the anterior cingulate in monitoring of error commission [Ghering et al., 1993], Carter et al.
[2001] speculated that increased activity in the anterior cingulate and decreased activity in the DLPFC might occur if
patients have impaired attentional control leading to greater
response conflict and demands for error monitoring. The
increased frontal pole activity found in the current study has
also been seen in previous studies of verbal episodic memory [Heckers et al., 1998; Ragland et al., 2001] and attributed
to increased retrieval effort in the patient sample. Consistent
evidence for reciprocal effects of schizophrenia on prefrontal
and temporal-limbic regions indicates the importance of
utilizing methods for network analysis of functional imaging data. Such methods assess voxel-level covariance to
quantify the functional relationship between brain regions
and determine potential functional (nondirectional) or effective (directional) connectivity (e.g., path analysis [McIntosh
and Gonzalez-Lima, 1994], principal component analysis
[Moeller and Strother, 1991], and independent component
analysis [McKeown et al., 1998]). These methods provide a
means of testing for interregional correlations in functional
activity that show the largest changes across diagnostic
groups or task conditions; strongly positive or negative correlations between regions imply that these regions are connected functionally [McKeown et al., 1998]. This approach
has been applied with some success to studies of schizophrenia [Jacobsen et al., 2004; Jennings et al., 1998; Lawrie et al.,
2002; Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2001; Schlosser et al., 2003].
These studies provide increasing evidence that cognitive
dysfunction in schizophrenia may involve not only impaired
function of specific neuroanatomical regions, but also impairment in the ability to engage functional networks subserving specific cognitive challenges [e.g., Friston and Frith,
1995]. For example, Jacobsen et al. [2004] found that in

!

Figure 2.
Volume rendering of between-group contrasts where relative
increased activity for healthy subjects is presented in red-yellow
(DLPFC; BA9) and relative increased activity for patients with
schizophrenia is shown in purple-pink (anterior cingulate; BA32).
Although patients with schizophrenia engaged the DLPFC less than
comparison subjects, they overactivated a portion of the anterior
cingulate. Evidence of reduced DLPFC activation and increased
activity in the anterior cingulate may be consistent with the notion
that schizophrenia disrupts or reverses the normal functional
connectivity of prefrontal and limbic structures.
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TABLE IV. Healthy subjects > patients with schizophrenia
Hemisphere
Right
Right
Left
Right

Lobe

Gyrus

BA

Volume (mm3)

Frontal
Frontal
Frontal
Frontal

Medial frontal
Middle and inferior frontal
Middle frontal
Inferior frontal and insula

11
9
9
13

472
1,200
1,736
936

Center of mass
7
33
#33
38

44
37
35
16

#13
28
23
5

BA, Brodmann area; center, center of mass in Talairach coordinates.

subjects do [Gold et al., 2003]. Nonetheless, functional imaging studies comparing two or more groups of subjects
need to carefully consider performance differences when
interpreting results. By extension, group behavioral differences are an important consideration for quantitative
meta-analyses of multigroup imaging studies. Indeed, in
the current meta-analysis, patients with schizophrenia
performed worse than comparison subjects did in all but
one reviewed articles and the imaging differences reported here are certainly influenced by between-group
performance differences. Unfortunately, current metaanalysis algorithms do not allow for weighting of studies
based on behavioral performance, significantly limiting
their utility for combining clinical studies to obtain
pooled neural activation results. Although we are currently developing a system for modeling behavioral differences in meta-analytic studies, the nonlinear relationship between task performance and imaging signal makes
disentangling these factors nontrivial.
Schizophrenia, like most major psychiatric illnesses, is
marked by significant heterogeneity in terms of clinical presentation, illness course, and response to pharmacologic or
behavioral treatments, even within reliable diagnostic categories [Keefe et al., 1996; Kendler, 1990]. Indeed, there is
some level of debate about whether the current diagnostic
nosology includes several distinct subgroups of patients
with markedly different etiologies [Tsuang et al., 2000].
Given concerns about the heterogeneity of individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia, it would seem prudent for functional neuroimaging investigations of schizophrenia to include relatively large well-characterized samples. Despite
the potential heterogeneity of patients within and across
studies, most functional imaging studies include small samples and poor clinical descriptions, potentially due to the
prohibitive expense of large samples in such experiments. In
this climate, quantitative meta-analytic reviews could significantly improve our understanding of the neuroimaging

tially enhance cognitive performance in patients with
schizophrenia; namely, by allowing more effective recruitment and coordination of necessary brain regions [Jacobsen
et al., 2004]. When assessing connectivity, particularly effective connectivity, it is useful to limit the number of model
parameters included in the analysis [Bullmore et al., 2000].
This is accomplished typically by choosing, a priori, a set of
brain regions thought to be involved in a specific task. To
that end, the current review, in conjunction with the one
presented by Owen et al. [2005], could be used to nominate
specific brain regions for the analysis of novel data. Alternatively, one could determine the covariance or connectivity
between areas found to be hypoactive in the current review
(e.g., DLPFC) within a healthy population and determine if
a similar variance structure is present in individuals with
schizophrenia.
Performance differences complicate interpretation of between-group differences in functional activation patterns.
Early reports suggested that better task performance on
working memory or executive measures resulted in relatively more brain activity in key brain regions [Haier et al.,
1992; Ragland et al., 1997]. In contrast, Jansma et al. [2001]
reported that for some brain areas, better performance was
related to less activity, potentially due to increased “automation” of for the specific cognitive process. [Callicott et al.
[1999, 2000, 2003] suggested that activation patterns share a
nonlinear or biphasic relationship with task performance
that is predicted by the working memory or storage capacity
of the individual. In this model, imaging signal is maximal at
or around the working memory capacity of each individual
and decreases when subjects must process sub- or suprathreshold amounts of information, suggesting that each individual should be imaged while performing a working memory task at his or her own capacity [Manoach, 2003].
Although this approach may maximize imaging signal, it
begs the question of why patients with schizophrenia tend
to have lower working memory capacities than comparison

TABLE V. Patients with schizophrenia > healthy subjects
Hemisphere
Left
Right
Midline

Lobe

Gyrus

BA

Volume (mm3)

Frontal
Frontal
Frontal

Middle frontal
Superior frontal
Cingulate

10
9
32

560
264
656

BA, Brodmann area; center, center of mass in Talairach coordinates.
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Center of mass
#44
4
#2

42
57
14

#3
26
35
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findings by revealing consistent trends across larger patient
samples than could be reasonably collected in any single
study. The current analysis combined data from 186 patients
with schizophrenia and clearly finds evidence for bilateral
reductions in DLPFC activity and increases in anterior cingulate and frontal pole activity when patients with schizophrenia perform an n-back paradigm. Although this finding
was not unexpected, our results broaden the literature by
providing the average location and extent of hypofrontality
one should expect when conducting an n-back experiment
with patients with schizophrenia. In addition, because quantitative meta-analytic reviews are carried out upon all of the
reported activation foci, it is possible that trends in the data
not appreciated in individual studies are delineated more
clearly.
Although the quantitative meta-analytic method used
here represents a significant advance for integrating functional neuroimaging data, the method remains subject to
the basic limitation of literature reviews; namely, a review
can only be as good as the data being reviewed. For a
voxel-level meta-analysis, this principle is most obvious
when comparing reviews with large numbers of activation foci to those with fewer foci. Indeed, contrasting the
functional atlas and healthy comparison rows of Figure 1
(top two rows), we see that although both rows reflect
healthy subjects performing the n-back paradigm, the
atlas, made up of over 600 foci, includes the entire network of regions putatively involved in working memory.
The healthy comparison analysis, made up of 60 foci,
includes only a subset of these regions. Because individuals recruited as comparison subjects in functional imaging studies of schizophrenia are presumably similar to
those that participated in the studies in the normative
analyses carried out by Owen et al. [2005], we believe that
the differences between the two analyses is due simply to
the limited number of observations (foci) in the comparison subject analysis. The ramifications of this assertion
are that: (1) analyses with a larger number of foci will
reflect better the total network involved in a cognitive
task; and (2) that the absence of a region in an analysis
with a limited number of foci should not lead to the
assumption that the brain area is not critical for the cognitive process in question. All brain regions found in each
of the four meta-analyses conducted for this review, with
the exception of a dorsomedial region found in the “patients greater than comparison subject contrast,” were
within the network identified in the normative study by
Owen et al. [2005].
Finally, an unexpected finding of the current review was
the striking lack of consistency in reporting between-group
imaging results across studies. For voxel-based meta-analyses to reach their full potential, it is important to include
sufficient information to allow for pooling of data across
studies, and there is a need for the development of more
consistent standards of reporting data analyses in functional
neuroimaging studies.
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